
FHD-1UFCE
FHD 1U rack mount slide-out fiber enclosure, which is designed to accept up
to 4 FHD series MTP modular cassettes or fiber adapter panels within a 1U
space. It is able to serve as a transition from backbone cabling to
distribution switching, an interconnect to active equipment, or as a cross-
connect or interconnect in a main or horizontal distribution area.

FHD High-Density Series is a versatile solution in multiple sizes (1U/2U/4U)
and styles for building backbones, data centers, and enterprise applications.

Fibers Rack Mount FHD High-Density
Slide-out Fiber Enclosure

FHD-2UFCE
FHD 2U rack mount slide-out fiber enclosure, which can house 8pcs FHD
series MTP modular cassettes or fiber adapter panels. It provides a high-
density flexible system to maximize rack space utilization and minimize floor
space.

FHD High-Density Series is a versatile solution in multiple sizes (1U/2U/4U)
and styles for building backbones, data centers, and enterprise applications.
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High Performance

Up to 96 fibers in 1U space 

Compliant with RoHS 

Compliant with TIA/EIA-568-C.3 

Robust Construction

Made of SPCC steel, solid and
durable

See-through acrylic window for  
maximum visibility

Parallel sliding drawer for easy 
 cable management

Installation and Application

Distance between the cabinet door
should be more than 3.47-inches

Hold up to 4pcs FHD series
cassettes or FAPs 

Mount to standard EIA 19'' rack  
rail



FHD-2UFCE CONTINUED
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FHD-4UFCE
FHD 4U rack mount slide-out fiber enclosure, which can house 12pcs FHD
series MTP modular cassettes or fiber adapter panels. It is ideal for fast,
flexible, and reliable patch field solutions within main, horizontal, and
equipment distribution areas (MDA, HDA, and EDA).

FHD High-Density Series is a versatile solution in multiple sizes (1U/2U/4U)
and styles for building backbones, data centers, and enterprise
applications.

High Performance

Up to 192 fibers in 2U space

Compliant with TIA/EIA-568-C.3

Compliant with RoHS

Robust Construction

Made of SPCC steel, solid and
durable

See-through acrylic window for  
maximum visibility

Parallel sliding drawer for easy 
 cable management

Installation and Application

Distance between the cabinet door
should be more than 3.46-inches

Hold up to 8pcs FHD series
cassettes or FAPs

Mount to standard EIA 19'' rack  
rail

High Performance

Up to 288 fibers in 4U space

Compliant with TIA/EIA-568-C.3

Compliant with RoHS

Robust Construction

Made of SPCC steel, solid and
durable

See-through acrylic window for
maximum visibility

Sliding drawer and bend radius
post

Installation and Application

Distance between the cabinet door
should be more than 4.88-inch

Hold up to 12pcs FHD series
cassettes or FAPs

Mount to standard EIA 19'' rack
rail

Bend radius posts help cable
management


